Industrial Construction
Job Recruitment & Staffing
Done Right

WE KNOW CRAFT, WE KNOW YOUR SCOPE OF WORK, AND WE HAVE PERFECTLY QUALIFIED TRADES PEOPLE READY.

We recruit Industrial Craft and Supervision. Our goal is to deliver the highest skilled craft workers available to valued clients.

Whether you have mechanical, electrical, or civil scope, we have hands on experience on sites like yours, so we can quickly identify qualified candidates and know what they will be doing in the field.

The most important aspect of craft recruiting isn’t knowing thousands of talented workers; it’s knowing thousands of qualified workers who are available right now. Contact us today to find out more.

All Welders
Pipe-Fitters
General Foreman
Millwrights
Superintendents
Electricians
Iron Workers
Riggers

(404) 822-9089
DutchResourcesinc.com
BUILD A PIPELINE
We use the best of the old-school ways and cutting-edge recruiting tools

Twenty years ago, when you needed 30 pipefitters for a job in Alabama, you could turn to your foremen. They would pull out their black books and start calling on landlines to gather up known resources. Some of the stories I have heard about recruiters talking to family members in attempts to reach the right person are great memories about where we came from. Fast forward 20 years and landlines are gone. Now there is a myriad of channels of contact, but they’re no more reliable than the old landlines. Mobile phone numbers change regularly. Email is hit-or-miss, and sometimes only the spouse checks it. Communication is evolving rapidly, and these days, social media often is the most effective, especially for getting the word out. Dutch Resources uses an effective combination of old-school and new-era approaches. We use known resources first, and then we recruit through various social media platforms to effectively fill remaining client needs with available and qualified resources quickly. Our biggest differentiator in this stage is our social media management, which took 7 years to create and goes much further than simply posting a job. Through our unique social media-based system and network, we get your job out to every available crafts person in your area within minutes so we can quickly start separating the qualified applicants to identify the resources we need. We are experts in qualifying craft workers for our client’s jobs. We fill most jobs that need fewer than 100 workers in 3 days. It is that fast!

The most important aspect of craft recruiting isn’t knowing thousands of talented workers; it’s knowing thousands of qualified workers who are available right now. Contact us today to find out more.
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